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Abstract
                 
to create value, and the process of acting on this opportunity. However,
                      
even when they are widely available. Furthermore, previous literature
supports the relationship between risk behaviour and opportunity
               
of youth entrepreneurship. However, what determines risk behaviour is
                  
to address this lacuna. Consequently, based on Individual Opportunity
                   
networks as a determinant of risk behaviour of entrepreneurs. Secondly,
the researchers, drawing from the Social Cognitive Theory argue that
cognitive biases mediate the relationship between social networks and
risk behaviour. These arguments are presented as a conceptual model
with supportive propositions. Finally this paper concludes by providing
some direction for the validation of the proposed conceptual model
empirically
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Introduction
Over many decades the word entrepreneurship research has referred to the
entrepreneurial research primarily concerned with adult entrepreneurs (Newbert
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and Tornikoski, 2013; Welter, 2011). However, recent evidence indicates a need for
differentiating youth and adult (general) entrepreneurship (Thornton et al., 2011;
4    5  67'89                   
        #         
as the study of “how, by whom and with what effects opportunities to create
future goods and services are discovered, evaluated and exploited” (Shane and
:   6777% 6'&9             
  <            
acting on this opportunity, whether or not it involves the formation of a new entity”
(Australian Family and Community Services, 2003) by youth within the age range
of 15-34 years (Nelson Mandela, May 1999 as cited in Oseifuah, 2010). Hence, it is
evident that entrepreneurship opportunities play a crucial role in the establishment
of entrepreneurship despite the age of the entrepreneur. Further, the exploitation of
                     
entrepreneurial process (Baron and Shane, 2005).
According to Individual Opportunity Nexus theory, opportunities alone will be
     
                 
For an individual to participate in such entrepreneurial activity the element of
“willingness” (Shane, Locke and Collins, 2012; Segal, Borgia and Schoenfeld, 2005)
is considered essential. Very few authors have related “willingness” as a concept
triggering entrepreneurship not only for youth but even for adult entrepreneurs
(Segal, Borgia and Schoenfeld, 2005) while only one study conducted by Shane, Locke
 D G677J9 K  <K    QK  X   
Thus, the discrepancy observed across a wide range of people in terms of the level of
<K    QK    X  
          !
a variation of willingness could be directly related to risk behaviour as failure of new
   K        Z    K$      
and personal well-being (Das and Teng, 1998). Further, an entrepreneurial activity
  ]             G+   '^^&9K 
being an entrepreneur is often viewed as an adverse career choice where one is faced
with everyday life and work situations that are fraught with increasing uncertainty
(Segal, Borgia and Schoenfeld, 2005). However, previous studies have not directly
established the reasons for such discrepancy across peoples in terms of their
K    K ]    K      X  
behaviour has not yet been theorized. However, Segal, Borgia and Schoenfeld (2005)
    $            X   
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tolerance of risk. Further, many studies also indicate the fact that entrepreneurship
       X 
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Borgia and Schoenfeld, 2005), however, the reason for only a small proportion of
youth apprehending the risk pertaining to entrepreneurship while the majority of
                   
]       %`         
in youth when exploiting entrepreneurial opportunities?
One view of entrepreneurial opportunities is that they exist independent of
entrepreneurial actions, just waiting to be discovered and exploited by unusually
alert individuals. This is referred to by different names, including the “individual/
opportunity nexus perspective” (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). Further,
Individual Opportunity Nexus Theory indicates that opportunities are real and
independent of the entrepreneur who perceives them (Shane, 2003). However,
these opportunities’ being real does not mean that everyone will perceive them. Only
individuals with appropriate qualities will perceive them (Shane, 2003). Hence, the
                 X   
behaviour in an endeavour to answer the question as to why 95% of Sri Lankan youth
do not take the risk of exploiting entrepreneurial opportunities. Therefore, the main
purpose of the study is to theorize youth entrepreneurial risk behaviour.
Further, few scholars have examined how entrepreneurs make sense of the world
to imagine, identify and design new products, services or business models from a
cognitive perspective (Gregoire et al., 2015; Cornelissen and Clarke, 2010), and how
they evaluate such opportunities (Gregoire et al., 2015; Wood and Willams, 2014;
Mitchell and Shepard, 2010). Evaluation of opportunities is considered a risk-laden
activity while (Das and Teng, 1998) such risk taking behaviour appears to be one of
the most trivial features of entrepreneurship (Dai et al., 2014; Das and Teng, 1998)
since the creation of new ventures, particularly in the context of youth participation is
  *    ]          
pursuits routinely involve high levels of information overload, uncertainty, novelty
and strong emotions (Baron, 1998). Although risk and risk behaviour is considered
a vital element within entrepreneurship research, and the trait and cognitive

                   ]
explain the differentiation of entrepreneurs from non entrepreneurs based on their
      ]  K       
based on risk behaviour (Das and Teng, 1998). Taking into consideration youth aged
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15-34 years, these risk factors become higher since these young men and women will
be embarking on an unknown journey which may lead to a loss of income, self-esteem
and maybe even higher consequences of failure. Further, potential entrepreneurs
need to involve others in the development of their business opportunities, while they
themselves incur risk (Zeffane, 2015; Gordon, 2006).
In this context, this particular conceptual approach (Dew et al., 2015; Gregoire et al.,
2015 ) focuses on acts of feeling and thinking, hence, conceiving of affect and cognition
as verbs indicating something people do by understanding the dynamic interactions
between mind and environment (Fiske and Taylor, 2013). Although some emergent
work on situated and embodied cognition has been conducted (Gregoire et al., 2015)
they remain at the infant stage. Although entrepreneurship scholars (Baldacchino,
Ucbasarn, Cabantous and Lockett as cited in Gregoire et al., 2015) have described
                  
intuition has attracted comparatively limited attention. According to Mitchell et al.,
(2010) cognition cannot be boxed in while several authors (Clarke and Cornelissen,
2014; Cornelissen, 2013; Mitchell et al., 2011, 2014) also argue that cognition is

    Z        X 
aspects of the social and cultural milieu.
                <     K   %
the presence of lucrative opportunities and the presence of enterprising individuals”
(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), then this research proposes an elucidation of this
nexus by exploring how the external and internal factors of risk behaviour affect the
decision to exploit opportunities. However, this research study will only consider
  K                       
relationship between the social network and cognitive biases as illustrated in social
cognitive theory (Cahill, 1987; Gibbons and Shoffner, 2004). The trait ‘approach to
risk’ will be considered beyond the scope of this study. Further, the research will not
   X     X   K  
behaviour within the study is considered a combination of risk propensity and risk
perception.
The paper is structured as follows. Section two examines the literature pertaining to
risk behaviour and the different approaches to risk behaviour where social cognitive
theory and social networks theory are used to explain the cognitive approach to risk
behaviour. Section three discusses the hypotheses and the conceptual model derived
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of future research directions while setting down the limitations.

Literature Review
Youth Entrepreneurship
The youth population is seen as the primary driver of economic growth and
development (Zeffane, 2013). The main assumption behind youth entrepreneurship
is that young adults with a high entrepreneurial potential (EP) are more likely to start
a business than those with a lower EP (Shinnar et al., 2009). Hence, EP is considered
an essential precursor for entrepreneurial activities (Krueger and Brazeal, 1994).
Further, the study conducted by Zeffane (2013) indicates that individuals who have
capabilities and a desire to become entrepreneurs are also more inclined to start a
business and become potential entrepreneurs. An individual with a greater EP is
considered an innovative person and a risk bearer who works under uncertainty
(Sahay and Rai, 2004). Further, Lumpkin and Dess (1996) in their seminal work
indicate that EP represents an entrepreneurial process that addresses the question
of willingness and likelihood to undertake new ventures, while this process includes
innovativeness and risk taking. These characteristics are considered not as predictors
of future entrepreneurial activities but are indicative of proclivity and abilities to
successfully pursue entrepreneurial opportunities (Krueger, 2009), while potential
entrepreneurs have emerged as a front-line national agenda capturing attention
worldwide (Sobel and King, 2008).
For an entrepreneurial career choice there seems to be much that has to happen
between the attitude and the activity itself, such as the integration of individual,
social and contextual factors that play a vital role. Therefore, as per Nandamuri and
Gowthami (2013) it is not only skills but also some other factors like family background,
personal characteristics, entrepreneurial support, social recognition and risk taking
capability that matter in nurturing a successful entrepreneur. These factors were
      %         
        K       
level and education while the social factors encompass culture, society, family and
religious values. The psychological characteristics considered were ability to take
risks, desire to be successful and the stand against common apprehensions and
leadership skills which were strongly associated with entrepreneurial success. Other
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factors considered were economic features such as caste, parental background,
   

            

access to market.
As indicated by Oseifuah (2010) youth entrepreneurship could be categorized into
three main categories consisting of pre-entrepreneurs, budding entrepreneurs and
emergent entrepreneurs. Pre-entrepreneurs consist of teenagers aged 15-19 years
who are novices and who have very limited knowledge of business ownership, and
belong to a stage of transition from home to higher education or jobs, and who tend
to engage in different activities prior to venturing into creation. Young adults in
their mid 20s are considered budding entrepreneurs and they have some working
experience, skills and capital with which to start their ventures, as opposed to the preentrepreneurs. Emergent entrepreneurs in their late 20s and early 30s (27-34 years)
are more mature and are likely to have accumulated vital experience in business
or other areas of life. Therefore, for the purpose of this study youth entrepreneurs
are considered to be in the age range from 15-34 years (consisting of both the preentrepreneurs and emerging entrepreneurs) who recognize opportunities and create
value by engaging in risk behaviour.

Risk Behaviour
Risk and risk behaviour are considered a vital element within entrepreneurial
literature where it has been exploited mostly as a supportive element in the form
of a moderator (Carolis and Saparito, 2006; Hamid et al.,2013). However, while
                      
risk behaviour has not been considered a prominent element as per previous research,
     K        K K KK  
research have clearly established the necessity for taking risk behaviour into account
and the prominence such risk behaviour should be given (Das and Teng, 1998). Risk
taking appears to be one of the most distinctive features of entrepreneurship (Das
and Teng, 1998) since the creation of new ventures, particularly in the context of
youth, is extremely risky. Therefore, risk behaviour should be considered the heart
of entrepreneurial behaviour (Das and Teng, 1998), while the two main approaches
considered within literature are the trait approach and the cognitive approach.
Risk behaviour, according to literature consists of two distinctive components (Keil
et al., 2000; Hamid et al., 2013), namely, risk perception which is how individuals
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asses and perceives risks (Keil et al., 2000) and risk propensity which is the manner in
which individual may take or avoid the risk (Keil et al., 2000). Risk is conventionally
                  ]   G   
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perceive and how he/she acts on a risk are central characteristics of risk behaviour
(Keil et al.,2000). Although, the components and the approaches of risk behaviour
    K               
  D             
              K    
assess, perceive, embrace or avoid variances in outcomes that are consequences.
Further, it has been observed by many authors that people’s willingness to take
   G  '^ 9         !  
and Pablo (1992) it is apparent that entrepreneurial opportunity seeking (Hamid et
al., 2013) behaviour is a risk seeking behaviour consisting of risk propensity, risk
perception and situational characteristics.

The Cognitive Approach to Risk
Previous research on personal attributes distinguishing entrepreneurs from others
has hypothesized a positive relationship between venture creation and variables such
as internal locus of control, need for achievement, personal optimism, preference
for shaping one’s own destiny, risk perception and tolerance for ambiguity
(Shaver and Scott, 1991). Based on the Individual Opportunity Nexus Theory, the
relationship between the individual and the opportunity can be further enhanced
by incorporating the cognitive factors (Casson, 2005). Therefore, this research will
       
          
representativeness. However, the term “bias” within this research will relate to the
term objectively to identify an entrepreneur’s cognitive and decision making processes
that lead to an alternative assessment of his/her entrepreneurial opportunities, and
not to indicate either the positive or negative state of an affair. Recent research
suggests that some entrepreneurs perceive situations differently from others (Baron,
2004; Simon, Houghton, and Aquino, 1999, Carolis and Saparito, 2006). In terms
                  
entrepreneurial alertness (Kirzner, 1973; 1979), which relates to risk behaviour and
entrepreneurial opportunity exploitation. According to Social Cognitive Theory,
    K X           
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risk behaviour as a perticular type of human behaviour, it is evident that cognitive
 K  X    
The “failure to know the limits of one’s knowledge” results in the cognitive bias
 K        G   '^^79 `           
 K                     
occur due to the fact that the individual may ignore new information received after
an initial decision has been made, or the inability to realize the extent to which his/
                        
youth may have an implicit relationship to risk behaviour. The illusion of control is
the “individuals’ overestimation of the extent to which they can affect the outcome
of particular situations” (Duhaime and Schwenk, 1985; Carolis and Saparito ,2006).
An illusion of control affects people’s assessments of their chances of success at a
   *    D     !   G6779           K 
relates to overestimation of skills while illusion of control relates to inaccuracy.
Estimation of the facets of a particular situation and one’s ability to cope and predict
future events (Langer, 1975) was expressed as an expectancy of personal success.
This illusion stems from the fact that individuals will seek out information that
supports their opinions while ignoring any other contradictory information, that
leading youth towards triggering risk behaviours.
Representativeness, also referred to in the literature as the “belief in the law of
small numbers”, arises when individuals use only a limited number of information
sources in order to make a decision (Carolis and Saparito, 2006). Youth who discuss
business ideas with a limited number of other youth within the network are more
likely to receive overly positive feedback (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993). Further,
research also reveals that people tend to remember successes more than failures
(Golder and Tellis, 1993) which can in turn foster overly positive estimations of a
situation. Therefore, while reliance on small samples may economize on information
processing, it can potentially introduce serious biases within the information
received (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993). Therefore, in conclusion, there seems to be
               ]      
youth entrepreneurs.
Entrepreneurs live and breathe uncertainty in relation to novel markets, approaches
and technologies, unknown demand and unpredictable operating costs. Moreover,
entrepreneurs may not even have the resources for the collection of information
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required. In these situations, youth entrepreneurs might rely on small, non-random
samples and personal experience to guide their decision making (Busenitz and
Barney, 1997), indirectly triggering risk behaviour. Further, as cognitive biases
X               
the interpretation of that information, biases may also affect opportunities (Busenitz
and Barney, 1997; Simon, Houghton and Aquino, 1999). Certain cognitive biases may
even cause individuals to discount negative outcomes and uncertainties associated
with such decisions (Shaver and Scott, 1991).

Social Capital and Risk Behaviour
Supplementing the Schumpeterian perspective by bringing in Knight’s (1921)
emphasis on risk taking as a quality of the entrepreneur, and synthesizing the
!  $- 
         <   
new combinations of production factors through experimentation and risk taking
<                  K           
as being an individual attribute. However, in modern entrepreneurship research,
entrepreneurship has been considered as a (i) result of interaction and (ii) a social and
a collective phenomenon based on mutual trust and obligations (Johannisson, 2000,
p. 6; De Klerk, 2012). According to such an approach, entrepreneurship becomes a
creator of social capital and human capital, which will change future supply costs.
Hence, for such a change in future supply cost to be accomplished, risk taking and
experimentation is inevitable. Further, both risk taking and experimentation involve
building on and breaking with prevailing norms and conventional wisdom relating
to the existing social capital. This is Schumpeter’s well- known “creative destruction”
(Fukuyama, 1995). Expressed in network terms it means that the entrepreneur
reshapes the networks by simultaneously (i) utilizing certain links of an existing
network, (ii) abolishing other links to certain nodes of the network, and (iii)
establishing new links to new nodes. The relationships among the three processes
vary from case to case. The entrepreneur’s ability to reshape or even defeat existing
networks is of course affected by the costs entailed in doing so (supply costs) and by
the knowledge and skill of the entrepreneur (human capital).
In recent years, researchers have shown great interest in the concept of social capital
and the concept is still considered an emerging phase, comprising of different uses
and connotations from various scholarly perspectives (Adler and Kwon, 2002).
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Social capital exists where people have an advantage because of their location in a
social structure (Burt, 1992), and where this concept is clearly an attribute in terms
of the youth entrepreneur. Thereby, social scientists have described two forms of
  %<  Q <  Q     D   !  G6779
The bonding social capital perspective “explores the impact of a collective’s internal
ties and the substance of the network relationships within that collective group”
(Adler and Kwon, 2002). In comparison with the bonding social capital approach,
the bridging social capital concentrates on an individual’s external social ties and
how that social capital, as a resource within the network, is used for the individual’s
 !     
     Z    
they can develop their contacts and connections and start to consume resources that
will bestow personal gain (Adler and Kwon, 2002). Therefore, Burt (1992) explains
social capital as an investment by suggesting that social capital provides “the way
in which social structure renders competition imperfect by creating entrepreneurial
opportunities for certain players and not for others” (1992, p. 57). Indeed, both the
entrepreneurship (Walker, Kogut and Shan, 1997; Carolis and Saparito, 2006) and
social capital literatures (Adler and Kwon, 2002; Carolis and Saparito, 2006) have
emphasized the importance of connections and networks in the creation of new
ventures.
Further, in line with previous literature, this research will consider the bridging
approach of network connections relating to social capital that is manifested through
an individual’s external connections (Adler and Kwon, 2002). Within this bridging
approach, social capital encompasses the goodwill and resources that emanate from
    Z  K              XK 
     X             
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information, which is a critical component of youth entrepreneurial opportunities
(Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), while enhancing the timing, relevance, and
quality of information (Adler and Kwon, 2002; Burt, 1992) received by the youth
     *   X          
others in their network and leverage these commitments at a later time. These
networks of communication are explained through the use of Social Network
    G'^^69     X   K   
of entrepreneurs in traditional disconnected networks as applicable in the context
of the adult entrepreneur. These entrepreneurs ascertain who will gain from
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the disconnection by establishing themselves in a favourable position during
negotiations.
While the structural dimension refers to the “overall pattern of network connections”,
the relational dimension refers to the “nature of the personal relationship that
  K     Q G      '^^&_ D    
Saparito, 2006) as manifested in “strong” versus “weak” ties. The “strength” of a tie is
 X             
and reciprocal services that characterize that tie (Granovetter, 1985). According
to Burt (1992) structural holes are created from weak ties. These structural holes
create competitive advantages for entrepreneurs whose network spans the holes.
These holes, according to Burt (1992), act as buffers where people on either side
of the network tend to circulate different kinds of information. Therefore, it is an
advantage for an opportunity seeking youth entrepreneur to act on such structural
   
         XK K         
projects that bridge people from either side.
Trust has been conceptualized severally as a willingness to be vulnerable by placing
one’s welfare in the hands of others; a feeling of positive expectations; an individual’s
      K      G !  
Burt and Camerer, 1998). Being embedded in a network gives rise to a form of trust
known as relational trust (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). Relational trust refers to a
   Z       K        
about the trustor’s welfare (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt and Camerer, 1998). This emerges
from repeated interactions between youth over time that yield feelings of reliability
and positive expectations. Relational trust is based on continual reciprocity, the
notion that “I’ll do this for you now, but you will do something for me later” (Adler
and Kwon, 2002). The cognitive dimension of social capital also refers to “shared
representations, interpretations, and systems of meaning among parties” (Nahapiet
and Ghoshal, 1998, p. 244) that enable individuals within a network to make sense
of information and to classify it into perceptual categories (Carolis and Saparito,
2006). These shared systems of meanings and language facilitate the exchange of
information; facilitate learning and knowledge creation that allows individuals to
share each other’s thinking processes. This common means of looking at the world
would aid individuals to make sense of new information and knowledge (Nonaka,
1994).
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Hypotheses and Conceptual Framework
Social Capital and Cognitive Biases
In line with the Social Network Theory, structural holes or disconnections between
K    G '^^69       X     
Youth who are involved in a web of diverse relationships through participating in
different social committees and group events can have early access to a diverse set of
information (Burt, 1992; 1997). These connections and access to various information
sources can increase information absorption and acceptance of beliefs with relation
to the level of knowledge in a particular area (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Thus, if
the diverse relationships are present early, then a broad set of information may be
accessible to the youth causing inexperienced youth entrepreneurs to overestimate
their knowledge-base. Further, the exploitation of new opportunities will also be
loaded with uncertainty. Therefore, structural holes facilitate access to information
while also impacting the timing when that information should be utilized, and
providing a sense of control. Thus, structural holes may “heighten the occurrence
          K             Q
(Burt, 1992, 1997). Additionally, to reduce the uncertainty, individuals may rely on
this network of resources as a “cushion” or a “buffer” (Carolis and Saparito, 2006).
Therefore, pursuing a new opportunity becomes more appealing as potential youth
entrepreneurs may believe that they can control the unknown through continued
     K             
Trust is yet another component considered vital within the relational dimension of
social capital, and it is a concept that has been constantly discussed within the context
of social networks by previous authors (Uzzi, 1999; Granovetter, 1985; Nahapiet and
Ghoshal, 1998). Trust, indicates “assured reliance on the character, ability, strength,
or truth of someone or something” (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994). Later variants stress
that trust is a belief, in the absence of any evidence, which indicates that things will
“work out” (Gartner and Low, 1990). The role of trust is considered central to all
social transactions where there is ignorance or uncertainty about actions and their
outcomes. In terms of new venture creations the recognition and persuasion of
new business ideas are considered risk-laden and they may also involve substantial
investment in terms of time, money and other resources, particularly for a potential
youth entrepreneur. Starting a new venture may also involve reliance on others for
various resources ranging from social and emotional support to concrete assets.
Thus, trust can be considered an “exceptional asset” (Knez and Camerer, 1994) which
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Burt, and Camerer, 1998) especially with relation to potential youth entrepreneurs.
Apart from trust, the strength of the ties within a network structure is also considered
important within the relational dimension (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998). Strong
network relationships require extra effort and intimacy. Thus, strong ties are
      K       G 
1999). Strong ties may create issues for the potential youth entrepreneur as he/she
may seek more dynamism and change in relation to their networks as opposed to an
established adult entrepreneur. However, there may be a small number of strong ties
within a network. Further, strong ties enhance the transfer of tacit knowledge that
                 
ties may be exposed to richer but less diverse information.
Membership in a network or group can shape an individual’s consciousness (Carolis
and Saparito, 2006). Potential youth entrepreneurs’ resources and opinions may
integrate with the necessary resources and opinions of their close contacts within
the network in order to develop relationships with others similar to themselves
(Burt, 1992). Social Information Processing Theory (Salancik and Pfefer, 1978)
       X          
behaviours. This theory addresses the effects that individuals have on others who
come into contact with them. Interpersonal Attraction Theory (Carolis and Saparito,
2006) posits that individuals with similar beliefs are attracted to each other, thus
reinforcing a shared set of attitudes and behaviours. Both these theories predict
that potential youth entrepreneurs will have attitudes and behaviours similar to
those with whom they interact. Applying the implications of these theories to social
networks, it can be argued that, shared codes and languages will foster similar world
views, opinions and attitudes within a potential youth entrepreneur’s network.
Information and knowledge sharing is facilitated by shared meaning among
network members (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005). Shared meanings and understandings
can act as a bonding mechanism between members of a network. These bonding
mechanisms allow members within a network to feel comfortable sharing resources
and knowledge (Inkpen and Tsang, 2005). These networks in terms of the potential
youth entrepreneur will be more socialized based on their life cycle stage. Additionally,
knowledge creation rests in its ability to combine and exchange various pieces of
information (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998) and to show the importance of a shared
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vocabulary in the ability of potential youth entrepreneurs to combine information.
  K        %


    
on their cognitive biases.

 

    



Further, it is also evident that individuals conform to attitudinal and behavioural
norms of their reference groups or social networks while such norms are also
         X G  '^&&9D   
or behaviour is consistent with a central belief in a group’s assumptive system, it
tends to be supported more vigorously than a non-consistent belief. Therefore,
social networks could impact the risk aversion and risk propensity of an individual.
   X      K    
           K     
          X  K              
(Hoang and Antoncic, 2003). According to this view the image of the entrepreneur
has changed from a traditional view of an autonomous and rational decision maker
to an entrepreneur who is embedded in social networks (Klyver, Hindle and Meyer,
677&9                K   X 
instrumental behaviour, opportunity recognition, and in turn, even the decision
to become an entrepreneur (Klyver, Hindle and Meyer, 2008). Based on this the
K      K  %
Proposition 2: Potential youth entrepreneurs’ social networks will be positively
associated with their risk behaviour for a given situation.

Cognitive Biases and Decisions to Exploit Opportunities
Recent research suggests that some entrepreneurs perceive situations differently
than others (Baron, 1999; Simon, Houghton, and Aquino, 1999). However, there are
many cognitive biases that affect an individual’s thinking, and in particular, his/her
                           
            X            
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and Barney, 1997).
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Furthermore, “failure to know the limits of one’s knowledge results in a cognitive
  Q K     G  '^^7_D   !  6779` 
                        
probability of being right. The psychological basis for this bias appears to be people’s
refusal to explore any unsubstantiated assumptions they might hold (Carolis and
!  6779             K
ignore the new information they receive after an initial decision has been made or
they may not realize the extent to which their plans or estimates are inaccurate.
Considering potential youth entrepreneurs this may be critical as they may tend
to overestimate their potential as they are embarking on unchartered territory.
                         
assumptions as facts and believe that certain actions are less risky than they really
are.
       X            K
they interpret such information, biases may be considered to have an impact on
decisions to exploit opportunities (Carolis and Saparito, 2006). Certain cognitive
biases may cause potential youth entrepreneurs to disregard the negative outcomes
and uncertainties associated with decisions (Shaver and Scott, 1991). Previous

                
related to risk perception (Simon, Houghton and Aquino, 1999), which in turn leads
               K      
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Barney, 1997), and may often be over optimistic in their assessments of business
   G       '^^ 9 `              
                   
potential youth entrepreneurs would overestimate the probability of being right in
their optimistic assessments of business situations (Bazerman, 1990; Carolis and
!  6779          K     
more likely to treat their assumptions as facts and may perceive less risk associated
K            G   '^^79       
decisions with regard to the exploitation of opportunities. Thus,


   
 
        
associated with their risk behaviour for a given situation.
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An illusion of control is individuals’ overestimation of the extent to which they can
affect the outcome of particular situations (Duhaime and Schwenk, 1985). Illusion
of control affects individuals’ assessments of their chances of success at a venture.
Estimation of the facts of a particular situation and one’s ability to cope with and to
predict future events, while some authors (Carolis and Saparito, 2006) found that
some entrepreneurs expressed an expectancy of personal success much higher than
objective probability would predict. This overestimation stems from the fact that
potential youth entrepreneurs may willingly seek out information that sustains their
opinions, while ignoring contradictory information.
Entrepreneurs are considered to be more prone to an illusion of control than other
individuals (Duhaime and Schwenk, 1985). Entrepreneurs, especially the youth,
may feel that they can control and predict outcomes, and are prone to evaluating
the vulnerability inherent in situations in a manner favourable to themselves. A
 
             
perception (Simon, Houghton and Aquino, 1999). Therefore, it could be concluded
that illusion of control contributes to higher levels of risk behaviour in potential
youth entrepreneurs which in turn leads to higher levels of decisions to exploit
opportunities. Therefore,
Proposition 4: Potential youth entrepreneurs’ illusion of control will be positively
associated with their risk behaviour for a given situation.
Consequently, to economize on information processing, decision makers are willing
to rely on small samples, which may not represent an accurate picture of a situation
(Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1992). Individuals who may discuss business ideas
with a limited number of advisors or colleagues are more likely to receive overly
positive feedback (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993; Carolis and Saparito, 2006).
Considering the potential youth entrepreneur, it is evident that his/her colleagues
will play a vital role in terms of the decision making processes they accommodate.
Finally, research reveals that people tend to remember and recall successes more
than failures (Golder and Tellis, 1993) which can, in turn, create overly positive
estimations of a situation. Therefore, while reliance on small samples may economize
on information processing, it can also potentially introduce serious biases within
the information received (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993; Payne, Bettman and
4  '^^69              
representativeness is prevalent among potential youth entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs
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are said to “live and breathe uncertainty in new markets and technologies, unknown
demand, and unpredictable operating costs” (Kahneman and Lovallo, 1993).
Moreover, potential youth entrepreneurs, may be restricted in terms of having
              ]  K      
know how to access the resources they require (De Klerk, 2015). In these situations,
these individuals might rely on small, non-random samples and limited personal
experiences to guide their decision making (Busenitz and Barney, 1997)
Hence, entrepreneurs also have a tendency to use limited information in terms
      G   '^^&9 #             
circumstances of information overload, high uncertainty, novel situations, strong
emotions, time pressure, and fatigue (Baron, 1998). Further, potential youth
entrepreneurs may focus (i) on limited amounts of information to gain support for
risky actions and (ii) on recent success stories or positive outcomes that relate to the
situation at hand. Thus, generalizing from a small sample can effectively reduce the
perception of risk for a particular opportunity exploitation decision. Therefore,
Proposition 5: Potential youth entrepreneurs’ representativeness will be positively
associated with their risk behaviour for a given situation.
The relationships established among social networks, cognitive biases and risk
behaviour for the youth entrepreneur is depicted in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Theoretical Implications
While it is unequivocally acknowledged that social capital enables new venture
formation, there is a prominent gap in the literature in relation to how social capital
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X 

entrepreneurial behaviour (Bandura, 1986; Fiske and Taylor, 2013; Wood and
Bandura, 1989; Das and Teng, 1998; Segal, Borgia and Schoenfeld, 2005). Risk and
risk behaviour are considered as essential elements of entrepreneurship, while the
     
   K     
explain adequately the differentiation of entrepreneurs from non-entrepreneurs
purely based on risk perception. Nor do they adequately explain why entrepreneurs
       G+   '^^&9
        G 9        
risk behaviour of youth entrepreneurs, by bringing risk behaviour to the forefront as
an element determining entrepreneurship (ii) it illustrates youth entrepreneurship
opportunities, by linking social capital, cognitive biases and risk behaviour to the
individual opportunity nexus, which is an incorporation of external and internal
elements of entrepreneurial behaviour. Drawing from social cognitive theory this
research paper attempts to advance this by suggesting that entrepreneurial decisions
            X       K      
factors that could theorize the risk behaviour of the potential youth entrepreneur.
The impact of social networks on risk behaviour is also considered in the research.
Therefore, this study broadens the scope of theories related to risk behaviour.
In answering the research question posed within the study, the present researcher
proposes a framework of youth entrepreneurship opportunities which produces an
overarching structure that can link different theoretical units into a coherent whole
(theoretical triangulation). The theories of Individual Opportunity Nexus, Social
Networks Theory and Social Cognitive Theory will be triangulated to provide an
enhanced understanding of entrepreneurial risk behaviour. Theoretical triangulation
                         
a particular theory (Hopper and Hoque, 2006), while providing the ability to look
deeper and more broadly at a particular dimension or a phenomenon. Therefore,
this research will contribute to the advancement of entrepreneurship literature by
   X    K            
                           
comprehensively explaining entrepreneurial behaviour. The study also attempts to
emphasize the role of risk behaviour consisting of risk perception and risk propensity
in determining youth entrepreneurship. Therefore, if the domain of entrepreneurship
<  K   %           
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presence of enterprising individuals” (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), then this
research proposes to elucidate this nexus by exploring how external and internal
factors affect the risk behaviour of the young entrepreneur.
Drawing from the research on entrepreneurial risk behaviour, this research focus
   K         
            
entrepreneurs but also enables us to offer new predictions to explain the reasons
behind why some youth and not others undertake entrepreneurship as a career
   K  X      K      
not considered in the research, but are represented as control variables. Therefore,
these considerations should be addressed in future research studies so that a more
comprehensive view of decisions to exploit opportunities is gained. Social network
elements will be established using qualitative methods, while the social network
dimension could be tested using quantitative mechanisms in future endeavours.

Practical Implications
From a practitioner’s perspective, the proposed model can help policy makers,
youth entrepreneurship trainers and support agencies to identify, encourage and
demonstrate distinctive entrepreneurial behaviours that will foster entrepreneurship
within a nation. As the model indicates, the propensity to engage in risk behaviours
   K                
encouraging such cognitive biases and encouraging adequate expansion and usage of
social networks are likely to be crucial for a nation to encourage youth entrepreneurial
participation in the workforce. Further, in an era where digital- based social networks
is a fundamental necessity for the youth community, this research will provide
insights into how these social networks could be capitalised on to enhance youth risk
                  

Conclusion
This paper provides insights into the role of risk behaviour in enabling youth
                    ]      
to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities, the paper developed a model in order to
theorize risk behaviour from a cognitive perspective. Accordingly, it is suggested
that social networks consisting of structural holes, trust, strong ties, shared codes
    K      
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control and representativeness, will affect risk behaviour. Hence, it can be concluded
that from a cognitive perspective social networks which are external factors and
cognitive biases which are internal factors will determine risk behaviour.
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